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AIR DRIVEN BLOWERS

ELECTRIC BLOWERS
UB20xx 8”/20cm
Blower/Exhauster

Powerful, compact size
and lightweight

Intrinsically safe blower with totally
enclosed motor is safe for use in a
variety of adverse atmospheres. Super
compact and lightweight while delivering
the highest CFM available in its class.
Anti-static housing for hazardous
conditions. Tough dual wall casing —
weather proof, chemical resistant and
dent proof. Ultra-quiet operation at
74dB. Power cable is 30’/9m long.
Detachable in seconds, the QuickCouple™ canister* conveniently
reverses from discharge to suction,
making use and storage easier while
protecting the duct from rips and tears.
Optional Quick-Couple™ storage canister
and attached 8”/20cm conductive duct
in 15’/4.6m or 25’/7.6m lengths.
*Fan requires Quick-Couple™ canister or adapter
for duct attachment.

EFi75xx 12”/30cm
Blower/Exhauster
Dual Voltage,
Intrinsically Safe

CERTIFICATIONS: EB7201xx:
Motor – ATEX II 2 G Ex d IIB
Unit – ATEX II 2 G Ex de IIB T6

Manhole Entry Device

The Intrinsically Safe UB20xx System
utilizes high strength polymers with an
anti-static housing designed to discharge
static build-up safely. The M.E.D.™
allows workers to enter and exit small
man-size openings while maintaining
continuous ventilation. Without such a
device, duct fills the manhole opening,
preventing rapid entry and exit. Tightly
integrated into the UB-line of confined
space ventilation equipment,
RAMFAN’s M.E.D.™ is quick to
assemble and the new swiveling elbow
makes duct alignment easy.

AFi75xx 12”/30cm
Blower/Exhauster
Compact, Air Driven Ventilator
Intrinsically safe for use in adverse
atmospheres. Pneumatic blower exhausts
outside of duct, compressed air is not in
airstream. Complete with filter, motor
lubricator, exhaust muffler, air control valve,
static grounding cord and integral duct
adapters.

RV760S/RV760/RV1500 Venturi Cones
EFi50xx/EFi120xx/
EFi150xx 16”/40cm
Blower/Exhauster
Rugged and Reliable

UB20xx M.E.D.™

Blow or exhaust hazardous/ explosive
gases safely. Intrinsically safe motor,
100% duty cycle TEAO. Tough,
chemical resistant ABS housing,
carbon-filled to conduct static charges
to ground. IP65 rain tested switch
enclosure “watertight” and integral
12”/30cm duct adapters. Reliable,
Rugged and Cost Effective.

Motor is totally enclosed for use in
hazardous locations. Blow or exhaust
hazardous or explosive gases safely.
High strength, anti-static glass
reinforced ABS housing is lightweight,
corrosion proof and chemical resistant.
IP65 rain tested switch enclosure and
reversible Integral duct adapter.
Stackable for ventilation of larger areas
and easy storage.

AFi50xx 16”/40cm
Blower/Exhauster
Stackable Air Driven Ventilator
High Strength, anti-static ABS housing with
integral duct adapter is lightweight, corrosion
proof and chemical resistant. Exhausts
outside of duct, compressed air not in
airstream. Comes complete with filter, motor
lubricator, exhaust muffler, air control valve
and static grounding cord.

The
DUCTING
Conductive Ducting
Reinforced, anti-static duct safely conducts static electricity to the
ground circuit of the blower. All duct materials are flame retardant.
Duct storage bags available for all duct sizes. Storage bag included with
duct purchase

Pneumatic Hazardous Location Ventilators
Pneumatic (compressed air) or saturated steam powered Venturi cones
are intrinsically safe for use in adverse or explosive atmospheres when
used with optional static cord. Cones are ani-static, crush and dent
resistant. Cylindrical mixing chamber delivers higher induction ratios
and fits standard API 3”/7cm and 6”/15cm openings. Requires
minimum maintenance.

Explosion Proof Rating – Recognized Worldwide

We have designed and manufactured a line of fans specifically for use in
Explosive Atmospheres to meet the standards specified by the ATEX Directive
94/9/EC, which went into effect on March 1, 1996 and applies to all
manufacturers worldwide.
This directive applies to all electrical equipment used in potentially explosive
atmospheres; defined as gas, vapor or mist and are capable of causing an
explosion through their own potential sources of ignition.
All RAMFAN Explosion Proof Blowers and Exhausters have been certified by UL
to bear the ATEX Mark
and have been tested to the standards set forth in the ATEX Directive. Our
certification covers the whole unit: the motor, the connecting cable, the fan blade terminal box, the power
cable and the plugs.
The following information explains the ATEX Classification and Designation Identification Numbering
System. The Highlighted areas specifically apply to the Classification Designation numbers you will see on
our explosion proof units.

See back cover for an explanation of the ATEX string – ATEX EXPLAINED.
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UB20 8”/20cm
Blower/Exhauster

UB20 Quick-Couple™

UB20 M.E.D.™ Ventilation System

Detachable in seconds, the
Quick-Couple™ Canister with
attached duct conveniently
reverses from discharge to
suction, making use and storage
easier while protecting duct
from rips and tears. Available in
15’/4.6m or 25’/7.6m lengths.
Choice of conductive or
non-conductive material.

The M.E.D.™ allows workers to enter and exit small man-size openings
while maintaining continuous ventilation. Without such a device, duct
fills the manhole opening, preventing rapid entry and exit. Tightly
integrated into the UB-line of confined space ventilation equipment,
RAMFAN’s M.E.D.™ system is quick to assemble and the new
swiveling elbow makes duct alignment easy.

Reversible Canister

Powerful, Compact Size
and Lightweight
The UB20 High Velocity Turbo
Blower is the heart of each
ventilation system. The UB-Line is
ideal for general use, confined
spaces, hazardous ventilation and
deliver the highest airflow in their
class. Versatile units give you a
blower and exhauster in one.

Manhole Entry Device

UB30 12”/30cm
Blower/Exhauster

UB20 Battery Pak & Charger

Dual voltage, dual frequency

12V DC High-Low Control UB20

RAMFAN’s long-life Battery Pak now with infinitely high-low control.
Pulse width modulation extend battery life up to 10 hours in low
setting yet gives a full 2.5 hours on high. Can be used with vehicle
battery with optional connector. Built-in charger allows you to fully
recharge the battery in 12 hours.

UB20xx 8”/20cm
Intrinsically Safe
Blower/Exhauster

Ideal for Hazardous Environments
When conditions become dangerous,
the UB20xx tough conductive housing
adds static dissipation to its properties.
These anti-static units are lightweight for
easy transport, but versatile enough to
operate under heavy workloads and
demanding conditions. Fan requires
Quick-Couple™ canister or adapter for
duct attachment.

The UB30 is simply the toughest, most
durable, easy to maintain and versatile
blower in its class. Unmatched
performance, dual voltage-dual
frequency versatility, tough polymer
shell, turbo-impeller and stackable
design feature makes for an unbeatable
package. Optional 8”/20cm duct
reducer accessory.
U.S. Patent No. D583,461; D585,972; D588,537

UB20 Turbo-Couple™

Duct greater than 50’/15m?

0063

UB20 In-Line Heater

Portable Heat Where You Need It
Heat confined spaces, command centers and rescue shelters with
this high performance heating system. Delivers up to 70,000 BTU’s
of safe, warm breathing air with its propane-fired, heat-exchanger for
up to 10 hours. Remote thermostat included.

Quick-connecting two or more RAMFAN UB20 axial blowers in
series increases airflow up to 50% when blowing through long and
windy duct runs. The UB20 was designed for 15’/4.6m–25’/7.6m
duct runs but airflow significantly drops when blowing through more
than 50’/15m of duct or when confronted with multiple turns in the
duct. When the job calls for 50’/15m–100’/30m of duct you need a
Turbo-Couple™. Long, windy duct runs need more power and
pressure to deliver sufficient airflow, a costly proposition. The
Turbo-Couple™ delivers what is needed by quickly joining two or
more UB20’s in series, each adding pressure and power to deliver a
dramatic airflow increase through the duct.
U.S. Patent No. D602,347S

ECKO-FLEX Ducting
Standard duct constructed of
vinyl-coated polyester and
anti-static duct neoprene
polyester. All duct materials
are flame retardant.

